August 2012
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu
1

Pick a collection
of toys, line them
up, point to first,
second, third etc.

5
Use a magnifying
glass and study a
plant, flower,
food, pillow, dirt

12
Play a card game
with a grown up.

19
Do a chore
around the house.
Wash a window,
make a bed…

26
Do some animal
walks, crab, bear,
cat, dog, spider,
lion, tiger, mouse

6
Sing a song of
summer. What
words would you
use.

7
Collect
pinecones, use
googly eyes, felt
and glue to make
pinecone people

13
Watch a video on
transportation.
How would you
like to travel?

15
Help make a
snack. Make it
crunchy, chewy,
tasty and healthy!

21
Use tongs or
tweezers and
move raisins or
cheerios to a bowl

27
Pretend to be a
teacher to a
younger child or
your parent.

Go for a swim,
doggy paddle,
kick hard, stroke
strong!

14
Go for a walk in
the park, jog a
little, skip, jump
and hop.

20
Dance to music
called the
oldies…ask a
grown up!

8

22
Help water plants
outside or in the
house.

28
Color a picture,
doodle art, from a
book, make you
own drawing and
color it in.
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29
Use a loofah
sponge in the
shower or
bathtub.

Fri

Sat

2
Go to the library
and pick out a
book on sea life.

9
Practice
somersaults first
forward, then
backward.

16
Play catch with a
grown up.

23
Make a fort out of
couch cushions,
blankets and
pillows.

30
Help shop for
school clothes,
try on what
doesn’t fit before
you shop.

3
Help sort laundry
for washing,
lights and darks

10
Count how many
chairs are in your
house. Now
tables.

17
Pretend you are
the president,
what laws would
you make?

24
Read a book with
rhymes, try to
remember 1, 2, 3
lines

31
Fly a kite with a
grown up at the
beach

4
Play with chalk
outside, tic tac
toe, letters,
numbers, shapes

11
Draw a picture of
fish in a school!

18
Walk heel to toe
around your
house. Keep your
balance.

25
Take out a twister
game. Learn left
and right!

